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Built from scratch, based on 20 years of

experience developing IDEs. Fleet uses the

Intell� code-processing engine, with

a distributed IDE architecture and a

reimagined UI.

Smart Distributed Collaborative Polyglot
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Java Kotlin Python Go

Language

inclusive
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JavaScript Rust TypeScript JSON

Coming soon

Fleet provides a polyglot

experience, offering smar�

suppor� for many languages and

technologies out of the box, with

suppor� for even more planned

via dedicated plugins. With the

help of LSPs you will also be able

to use other language services in

Fleet.

Fleet is designed to

automatically detect your project

conf�guration from the source

code, maximizing the value you

get from its smar� code-

processing engine while

minimizing the need to conf�gure

the project in the IDE.

Fleet offers a familiar and

consistent user experience for

different kinds of projects so that

you will only use one IDE, no

matter what technology set you

use or what type of project you

are working on.

PHP C++ C# HTML

Running Fleet from Space

To help you and your team star� working on your projects even faster,

Fleet can tap into the power of Sp�ce dev environments. Your project

and Fleet will both run in a pre-conf�gured per�ormant vir�ual machine
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that is “warmed up” and ready for use in seconds. You can connect to a

dev environment with Fleet from your personal machine in a few clicks

and dispose of it once a task is complete.

Run in a

performant

virtual machine

with up to:

16
CPU cores

32 GB
Memory

40 GB
Disk Drive

Spin up a new dev environment in

seconds and connect to it with

Fleet.

Collaborate together in a cloud-

based dev environment.

IDE with essential

tools

Learn more about Space
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Fleet offers an essential, well-integrated

set of built-in tools for developers so

they can enjoy their work and be more

productive.

Terminal

Work with a

terminal from

Fleet and use

shared

terminals in

collaborative

sessions.

Git

You can review

changes using

a diff view,

work with

branches, and

commit code.

Run and

Debug

Run and debug

your Java

projects with

Maven and

Gradle. More

languages will

be supported

soon.

Go To

Quickly

navigate

through your

code by

searching for

usages,

definitions,

files, symbols,

and text.

Multiplatform

Use Fleet on

macOS,

Windows, or

Linux.

Themes

Choose

between light

and dark

themes, with

more

opportunities

for

customization

coming soon.

Plugins Coming soon

You will be able

to extend Fleet

with support

for additional

languages and

technologies.

Por�

Forwarding

Forward ports

from a remote

dev

environment or

a remote

machine to

test your

application.

Check out the Fleet announcement blog post  or follow Fleet on Twitter
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Join the Fleet Early

Preview

Fleet is a work in progress and a project in very

active development. We are ready to star�

sharing our ideas, and we need your feedback.
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